Case Studies

GOLD MEDAL TRAVEL
As part of our commitment to our customers we greatly encourage feedback and
are constantly striving for the betterment of our collaborative relationships. Here we
record how we work together in a series of case studies.
After a rigorous tender process Aston
Services Group were awarded the daily
cleaning and associated services provision
for Gold Medal Travel at their prestigious
new headquarters in Leyland.
Key elements of the bid were
understanding the key drivers and client
needs in maintaining the cleanliness and
integrity of the fabric of their new HQ,
the adoption of innovative equipment to
help drive service levels and the ability to
closely support the team on site from our
own head office in Leyland.
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Part of dnata, the world’s leading air
services providers of ground handling,
cargo services, travel and in-flight catering,
Gold Medal offer a range of travel services
to long haul destinations including the
USA, Canada, Caribbean, Dubai & Arabia,
Indian Ocean, Africa, the Far East and
Australasia.
The headquarters, previously housing
Leyland Daf and more recently Enterprise
PLC, has undergone an extensive and
impressive refurbishment, creating a
light, welcoming and ultra-modern ecofriendly working environment for the 550
employees.

Debbie Bird, Property Services & CSR
Manager at Gold Medal, said, “Aston
Services Group were professional from the
word go. Our standards are set incredibly
high and Aston have delivered to our
expectations. Even at a recent Leadership
Strategy meeting, when we required
extra support, they (especially Cath
Mangan, Regional Operations Manager)
understood our needs and were on hand
and contactable throughout. Overall, Aston
are a really pleasant, professional and
proactive company to deal with.”
Alistair Clayton, Aston Services Group
Sales and Marketing Director commented,
“The refurbishment really has created
a fantastic place to work and one which
befits the international nature of Gold
Medal. They have kept to using British
furniture and materials where possible but
also decided to keep the original reception
flooring. Our involvement in maintaining
this workspace environment is a source of
great pride to both our cleaning operatives
and management.”
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